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Abstract
Data-parallelism is a widely used model for parallel programming. Control structures like parallel
DO loops, and data structures like collections have been used to express data-parallelism. In typical
implementations, these constructs are ' at' in the sense that only one data-parallel operation is active
at any time. To model applications that can exploit overlap of synchronization and computation
in data-parallel tasks, or that have independent but limited data-parallelism, or that depict static
or hierarchical nested parallelism, a more dynamic model is required. This paper describes how to
combine light-weight thread mechanism with object-oriented methodologies to provide light-weight
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and dynamic data-parallel constructs. We discuss the necessary abstractions to build objects with
data-parallel semantics in the context of the Coir system [16, 17], a C++-based system for control
and data-parallelism. We also study the three classes of applications: pure data-parallel, static nested
data-parallel, and hierarchical algorithms.

1 The Coir System
The Coir system provides a model for both control and data parallelism. It is implemented as a C++
library. The system is designed to use reusable components like pthread-standard thread libraries [10]
and MPI message passing libraries [6]. The architecture model subsumes both shared and distributed
memory machines. The following paragraphs provide a brief description. For details on the design and
implementation of Coir refer to [15, 16, 17].

1.1 Control Parallelism
In Coir, control parallelism is modeled in terms of light-weight user-level threads. A thread is basically a
sequence of instructions in execution in a program and has its own stack and program counter. Multiple
threads can execute on a process, and threads can migrate across processes sharing the same memory
arena. Described in C++, the control mechanism is combined with inheritance, dynamic dispatch, and
parameterized types to support control objects that are speci c to user-applications or to a target model
of parallelism. In addition, thread objects can also synchronize over shared memory using light-weight
mutexes and condition variables. Thread objects within or across address domains may communicate
using thread-to-thread synchronous or asynchronous communication. This communication mechanism
can be used to support actor-style or message-driven semantics. The communication mechanism has a
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one-to-one mapping to the MPI communicator mechanism, so if the MPI implementation avoids bu er
copies, no additional copies are introduced.

1.2 Machine Model
The Coir system models a hierarchy of shared and distributed memory machines. At the lowest level is a
symmetric shared memory component. At the next level is the hierarchical shared memory component.
At the highest level is a machine with distributed address spaces. The machine description is abstracted
as C++ objects. The machine over which the user application runs is called a domain. The largest
shared-memory component is called a subdomain. The largest component over which a thread object
can migrate is called a processor-context. A processor-context represents the space for thread locality
and load-balancing. Coarser level load-balancing is achieved by varying the distribution of threads.
Active data-parallel objects are distributed over subsets of domain objects.
This paper concentrates on abstractions for data-parallelism and the following sections will discuss
the same in detail.

2 Dynamic Data-Parallel Objects
In the Coir system, we de ne a rope as a group of threads distributed over a subset of a domain,
where the threads in the rope are grouped for the purpose of collective data-parallel computation and
communication. A rope provides a uniform naming mechanism for data-parallel constructs. Ropes
are C++ objects encapsulating multiple controls to de ne data-parallel semantics. Data-parallelism
in Coir is light-weight in the sense that data-parallel tasks are assigned and executed at the level of
light-weight threads. Barrier synchronization, reduction, and broadcast operations are also de ned to
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be rope-speci c.

2.1 Rope Objects in C++
Rope objects are implemented as constrained container (template) classes [14]. The template parameters are constrained to be instantiated by arguments that are derived thread classes. The 'pseudo'-C++
syntax for rope templates is as given below:
template <class T : Thread> class RopeTemplate f
...

g;
Figure 1 shows the class structure for the Rope base class from which the above RopeTemplate
container class is inherited.
The constructor takes 4 parameters, the last three being optional. The rst parameter is the size
of (number of threads) in the rope. The next parameter is the object representing the distribution
scheme of the rope. The third parameter is the domain subset over which the rope is distributed, and
the last parameter is the domain subset from which the rope constructor is invoked. The third and the
fourth parameters are defaulted to the domain of all processors. The gure also shows the important
member functions. The data-parallel function invocation methods (Execute), the function for returning
values from such a parallel invocation (Return), and function for waiting on a data-parallel function to
terminate (Wait) are some of the important ones. There are methods for synchronization. These are
invoked by each of the participating thread in a data-parallel function. These functions are discussed
in detail in a later section.
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class RopeBase f
public:

DistRopeTemplate(const int count, == number of threads
DistScheme& dist scheme, == scheme for distribution
Domain& dist domain == domain of distribution
= Scheduler::DefaultDomain(),
Domain& current domain == domain of creation
= Scheduler::DefaultDomain());
int Size() const; == Number of threads in the rope
return the object that shows how the threads are distributed
DistributionObj DistObj() const;

==

domain over which the threads are distributed
Domain DistDomain() const;
==

parallel function invocation
TaskId Execute(ParFuncType func, ArgType arg, == func + arg
const Domain& invocation domain
= Scheduler::DefaultDomain()); == invocation domain
TaskId Execute(ParFuncType func, ArgType arg, == func + arg
PackableObj& ret ref, == object for returning values
const Domain& invocation domain
= Scheduler::DefaultDomain()); == invocation domain
void Wait(const TaskId task id);
==

==

returning a value

this function has to be performed from the parallel function
environment and executed by a member thread
static void Return(PackableObj& obj in,
Bu erToObjCopierType obj copier);

==
==

ThreadId operator[](const int thread index) const; == indexing
RopeId GetRopeId() const; == get the corresponding rope identi er
==

intra;rope operations : synchronization

static void Barrier();
void Reduce(ReducerBase& rb);
void Broadcast(BroadcasterBase& bb);
g;

...

Figure 1: A Rope Template Class Declaration and a Simple Instantiation
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Application-speci c rope objects can be created by inheriting from RopeTemplate container classes.
There are two kinds of inheritance mechanisms used for these objects (see gure 2). Since a rope is
de ned as a container class constrained by the instantiation of the parameters to thread class types
or their derived types, instantiating this parameter with a derived thread class results in parallel
inheritance. Since rope classes are normal C++ classes, derived rope classes can be de ned using normal

C++ serial inheritance. Typical applications use a combination of serial and parallel inheritance.
Thread Class
Serial Inheritance

Rope<Thread >
Parallel Inheritance

CustomThread Class

Rope < CustomThread >
Serial Inheritance
CustomRope < CustomThread >

Figure 2: Rope Inheritance: Simple Rope class is created from aggregation of Thread class;
Serially derived Rope classes are derivations of simple Rope class; Parallelly derived Rope
classes are aggregations of derivations of Thread class; Combining derivations of Rope class
and aggregation of derived Thread classes, serial-parallel inheritance is achieved.

2.2 Rope Distribution
Distribution of threads in a rope is speci ed through objects representing the distribution scheme.
Distribution schemes are similar to data-distribution in HPF [9] or pC++ [3]. The di erence is that
the distribution schemes depict both data and control distribution. The distribution scheme objects
are passed as additional arguments to the Rope class constructor. The system de nes BLOCK and
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CYCLIC distribution scheme objects. User-speci ed distribution scheme classes can be passed. These
objects should follow the discipline of describing the distribution scheme by deriving from a base
distribution scheme class and instantiating the appropriate virtual functions. The user may choose
a distribution scheme that is appropriate to the data-parallel methods to be scheduled on the rope.
The threads in a rope may be distributed over any topology of a subset of the set of processors in
the machines. The distribution scheme just provides the implementation of an absolute and relative
indexing mechanism.

2.3 Scheduling Data-parallel Methods on Ropes
Methods can be scheduled on a rope object by invoking the Execute member function. This function
expects two parameters, a function and an argument. The function is executed by each thread in the
rope. The invocation of this member function schedules a data-parallel task on the rope and returns a
data-parallel task-id, which can be waited upon. Thus data-parallel task scheduling is asynchronous.

2.4 The Overlapping Domain Model
Languages like HPF and pC++ have a at SPMD programming model, ie., the program starts up in
a parallel mode and all processors continue to participate in parallel operations. Sequential portions
of work is duplicated across all the processors, while for the parallel portion, each processor works
on its share. In the C* language, from any parallel context de ned by the set of virtual processors
participating in the parallel operation, only a subset of these virtual processors participate in a new
parallel operation invoked from this context. This can result in 'sparse' contexts [11].
Coir de nes the notion of caller domain and callee domain. The caller domain represents the domain

subset containing the processor-contexts that participate in a rope creation or a rope-speci c data-
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parallel method invocation. The callee domain represents the domain subset containing the processorcontexts over which the threads in the rope are distributed (and hence processor-contexts over which

they operate). By keeping track of the caller and the callee domains di erent programming models can
be supported. For instance, in a at SPMD model, the caller and the callee domains are the same. In
a master-worker model, the caller and the callee may be disjoint, with the caller being a domain subset
with a single processor-context. Our general model, termed the overlapping domain model, provides a
exible mechanism to create rope objects, schedule tasks on them, and wait on those tasks. Figure 3
shows this dynamic nature of this model. The gure shows four arbitrary domain subsets, D1; D2; D3;
and D4. A rope r is created from D1. The threads in the rope are distributed over D2. If '' and ';'
stand for intersection, and di erence operation respectively, in the Domain class, processor-contexts in
D1  D2

obtain a rope object with threads, while processor-contexts in D1 ; D2 obtain a proxy rope

object because there are no local threads that are a part of the rope. If r is visible to D3, then a
data-parallel task can be scheduled from D3 on the rope. The task can be waited upon from D4 that
has a handle on both r and the id of the scheduled task.
D1

D2

Rope r = Rope(D2);
...

D4

D3

TaskId tid = r.Execute(foo,...);

....
r.Wait(tid);

Figure 3: Dynamic Nature of Rope Creation, Data-Parallel Task Scheduling, and Waiting on
that task.
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2.5 Synchronization Mechanism
Data-parallel synchronization operations are de ned at rope-level. Threads participating in a dataparallel task may enter a synchronization phase where they handshake with each other as a measure of
check-pointing. This may be a barrier synchronization, a reduction operation, or a broadcast operation.
In the traditional process(or)-level synchronization algorithms, when a process enter a barrier phase
and waits for other processes to enter the phase, the application process is blocked and no useful
computation at the application level can take place. Depending on the implementation of the algorithm,
either the process might just busy-wait till all other processes arrive or it may block wherein the
operating system might do a 'heavy-weight' context-switch. In either case, no useful computation at
the application level can take place. In a multithreaded synchronization, as discussed in our system,
when a thread in a rope arrives at the barrier and blocks or yields waiting for the other threads to
arrive at the barrier, one of the other threads, if any, gets scheduled. Thus computation related to
the newly scheduled thread can proceed. This, combined with the asynchronous data-parallel method
scheduling mechanism, provides a way for usefully scheduling multiple data-parallel operations that
can overlap computation with synchronization.
Table 1 shows the results of a synthetic application involving only barrier synchronizations. Here
one to eight ropes, each of size 64, are distributed over a 64-node partition on the Intel/Paragon. The
threads in each rope enter a rope-speci c barrier synchronization 10,000 times. It can be seen that
time taken for barrier synchronization for two ropes is less than twice the time taken for one rope.
This is because, when there is only one rope a thread that arrives at the barrier and waits for other
threads in its rope to arrive yields in a loop and since there is no other work to be done, the thread is
rescheduled. When there are two ropes, the barrier synchronization operations between the two ropes
are intertwined and the number of unnecessary yields are reduced.
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Number of ropes active 1
2
4
8
Time taken in secs
37.7 51.9 79.8 150.8

Table 1: Timings in seconds on the Intel/Paragon for 10,000 barriers for ropes of size 64 on a
64-node partition

2.6 Barrier, Reduction, and Broadcast Synchronization
All the three operations - barrier, reduction, and broadcast - involve an arrival phase at the synchronization point, followed by a departure phase. The algorithm used avoids erroneous interference between
di erent synchronization operations related to the same rope. For instance, if a tree algorithm is used
to implement synchronization, the synchronization involves a fan-in followed by a fan-out. The three
synchronization operations have the same computational structure (fan-in followed by fan-out) but actually perform di erent computations. The barrier synchronization does not involve any computation,
while in the broadcast synchronization, one of the threads that broadcast the value is identi ed as the
root of the broadcast tree, and after the fan-in is achieved, the value is broadcast during the fan-out
phase. In the case of reduction operation, during fan-in at every node of the tree a local reduction
operation takes place, and during fan-out the nal reduced value is actually broadcast to each of the
threads.

2.7 Implementation of the Synchronization Operations
The synchronization operations are implemented using a hierarchical tree algorithm, which includes
a fan-in followed by a fan-out. The algorithm is hierarchical because it caters to our hierarchical
machine model of three levels - processor-contexts, subdomains, and domains. At the lower two levels,
the algorithm used is a multithreaded tree barrier algorithm for shared-memory machines. At the
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domain-level, a message-passing tree synchronization algorithm is used.

2.8 Object-Oriented Implementation of the Synchronization Algorithms
The main data structures are the tree of nodes, at the three levels of processor-context, subdomain and
domain. There are two types of nodes: a FanInNode and a FanOutNode, both derived from a base

class NodeBase (see gure 4).
Barrier Synchronization

For barrier synchronization, a BarrierNode is multiple-inherited from FanInNode and FanOutNode.
Corresponding to these node objects, other objects are de ned that actually create the nodes, establish
the fan-in/fan-out relationships, and perform the barrier operations. FanInObj, FanOutObj classes
are de ned to be inherited from a base SynchronizationObj class (see gure 5). A BarrierObj class
is multiple-inherited from FanInObj and FanOutObj classes. We use virtual inheritance to avoid the
ambiguity of multiple base class objects in the inherited class object. There is only one tree with
di erent tree links for fan-in and fan-out information.
Reduction Operation

Let

S

be set of all elements of type  . Let }(S ) denote the set of all nite subsets of

S .

Let

S

be the set of all commutative and associative binary operators/functions de ned over elements of

type  . Then a reduction operator, , is de ned from S   }(S ) ;! S . A reduction operation is
the application of an operator

2 S  to a set of elements of type  and returns a result of type  .
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Data Node

Base Node

FanOut Node

FanIn Node

FanInData Node

Broadcast Node

Barrier Node

FanOutData Node

Reduction Node

Figure 4: Node Object Inheritance Hierarchy for the Di erent Data-Parallel Synchronization
Operations

Synchronization Obj

FanIn Obj

FanOut Obj

Barrier Obj

Data Obj

FanIn Data Obj

FanOut Data Obj

Broadcast Obj

FanInReductionObj

Reduction Obj

Figure 5: Synchronizer Object Inheritance Hierarchy for the Di erent Data-Parallel Synchronization Operations
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Operationally, if S is the set fa1 ; a2 ; a3 ; : : : ; an g, then
( ; S ) =

(a1 ; (a2 ; (a3 ; : : : ::: (an;1 ; an ))))

is one way of applying the operator.
In the implementation of the reduction operation, local reductions are performed at each subtree
during the fan-in. The nal reduced value is broadcast to all the threads during the fan-out phase.
Thus,
if ; is the value stored in the current node  with k children

8 Ci , where Ci is ith child of  , i = 1; : : : k
;

= ;

C1 ;

C2 ;



Ck ;

Coir uses object-oriented paradigm to provide a type-safe synchronization mechanism. Given any

commutative or associate binary operator that operates on some user-de ned data-type, rope-speci c
reduction operation can be performed. The user de nes an appropriate functor (function object)
that is equivalent to the binary operator. To allow the fan-in and fan-out trees to perform reduction
and broadcast respectively, the FanInNode and FanOutNode classes are customized to be data-rich
(see gure 4). So a DataNode class is de ned and FanInDataNode and FanOutDataNode classes are
de ned which multiply inherit from FanInNode and FanOutNode respectively and from DataNode.
The ReductionNode multiply inherits from FanInDataNode and FanOutDataNode. The FanInObj and
FanOutObj synchronization objects are customized too, to de ne FanInDataObj and FanOutDataObj

classes, which also inherit from a DataObj class (see gure 5). In the fan-in stage, in addition to fan-in
synchronization, reduction operation is performed, and hence the customization FanInReductionObj.
In the fan-out stage, a thread, in addition to notifying the thread corresponding to its children nodes,
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also copies the data to those nodes.

2.9 Broadcast Operation
In Coir the broadcast operation is combined with synchronization. In a broadcast operation, one thread
contributes a value and all the other threads receive the value. All the threads have the knowledge of
who the contributing thread is. This operation can also be written as a fan-in followed by a fan-out.
In the fan-in phase, all the threads just hand-shake to notify that they have arrived at the operator
and the fan-out phase consists of the actual data broadcast.
The fan-in data structure for the broadcast operation is same as that for barrier and the fan-out is
the same as that for reduction.

2.10 Callback Mechanisms and Synchronization Operations
The reduction and the broadcast operation involve computation and communication of user-de ned
objects. Providing a type-safe implementation for the same involves issues similar to providing type-safe
callback mechanisms used in object-oriented implementations of user-interface libraries. Coir de nes a
Synchronizer data class which satis es the conditions for a good callback mechanism. Synchronizer data

objects are user-de ned objects that are required for a synchronization operation. By requiring these
objects to be de ned and compiled at the application-level, the process of checking for type correctness
and issues of type safety is delegated to the user code. The library code for these operations just
keeps a pointer to the data type as a void* pointer. Creating, accessing, deleting, and updating the
actual data is done through user-provided functions. These functions are wrapped into functor objects.
The synchronization library understands only the functor base classes. It only cares about the fact
that a functor of a particular type supports the appropriate '()' operator. Each of the functor classes
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support the '()' operators as virtual functions and any inherited concrete class of the abstract class
should provide an appropriate implementation of the same. The synchronization implementation which
traverses the synchronization tree does not do any data-speci c operation on its side. It just has access
to the functors and to the data pointers provided by the functors on the application side. It passes
it around as a generic pointer and the data value represented by the pointer is used or modi ed only
in the application-speci c routines corresponding to the functors. The rest of the type checking is
done at the application code level. On the application side there is a cast from a generic pointer
type to the appropriate pointer data type. This is a safe cast because the same entity that removed
the type reinstates it. By using templates for the functors the system lets the compiler generate the
appropriate functors for di erent types in a correct manner, thus providing genericness. Figure 6 shows
a ReducerFunctorBase class from which a templatized class - ReducerFunctorTemplate - is derived.
This class enables templatizing the binary reduction operation based on the type DataType. A user
may inherit from this class (like the AddReducer class shown in the gure). Such an inherited class
just needs an instantiation of the datatype-speci c binary operation which is achieved by de ning
the virtual operator '()' 1 . If DataType has an overloaded '+' operator, the 'x + y' above uses the
overloaded operator and if '+' is inlined then it is inlined in the body of '()'.

2.11 Communication between Ropes
Coir allows thread-to-thread message-passing, and rope-to-rope message-passing. In the current im-

plementation, rope-to-rope message-passing is implemented in terms of thread-to-thread message passIt might be possible to avoid the cast from void* to the appropriate data templatizing the entire reduction algorithm. This
would mean that the barrier and the broadcast algorithms also should be templatized. Also since reductions are rope-speci c,
this would mean templatizing part of the interface to synchronization operations of the rope class. This will increase the
object le size and is unfavorable. At the same time, templatizing the functors permits inlining of the lowest level binary
operators (the implementation of '()' in AddReducer in the gure.)
1
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class ReducerFunctorBase f
public:
ReducerFunctorBase() f g
virtual void operator()(void res, void lef, void rt) = 0;

g;

User will used instantiations or derived classes of the following template for
instantiating reducer functors
template <class T> class ReducerFunctorTemplate : public ReducerFunctorBase f
public:
ReducerFunctorTemplate<T>() : ReducerFunctorBase() f g
T operator()(T& x, T& y);
void operator()(void result, void left, void right) f
(T)result = (this)((T)left, (T)right);
==
==

g;

g

Instantiation of a Sum Reduction Operation
class AddReducer : public ReducerFunctorTemplate<DataType> f
public:
AddReducer() fg
DataType operator()(DataType& x, DataType& y) f return x+y; g
g;
==

Figure 6: A ReducerFunctor class and an Instance of its Derivation
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ing, by identifying a 'leader' thread in each rope and directing the messages to/from it. Our goal
is to have a direct mapping to the MPI communicator mechanism. We cannot use the MPI intercommunicator mechanism directly because rope distribution domains can overlap and the process
groups in inter-communicators cannot. Rope-to-rope communication can be implemented by creating
a process group composed of all the contexts in the two ropes taking part in communication and using
intra-communicators. Another way is to use a combination of intra- and inter-communicators.

3 Applications
Light-weight data-parallelism can be used in data-parallel applications that involve regular SPMD-style
data-parallelism, or nested data-parallelism corresponding to statically nested for-loops, or hierarchical
data-parallelism where the levels of nesting is dynamic in nature. Since the data-parallel objects are
dynamic in nature, a rope can be created for each set of data-parallel operations in the application and
rope operations can be scheduled on di erent ropes simultaneously. Here we give three examples, one
each for the three types of data-parallel applications.

3.1 PDE Solvers
In this example, two 2-dimensional partial di erential equation solvers are scheduled simultaneously
by scheduling two ropes, say r1 and r2 , each of size equal to the number of available processors. Thus,
in e ect, there are two threads on each processor performing operations related to di erent solvers. In
both the ropes, r1 and r2 , each thread participating the PDE data-parallel operation executes a loop.
Loop N times f
C: Update the local-grid using 5-point averaging.
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M: Exchange data with the 4 threads responsible for 4 neighbor-grids;

g
Each iteration of this loop can be considered to be a communication/computation phase - it has a
communication component (M ) where a thread communicates and exchanges data with four threads,
holding the data for the neighboring grids of its data; and a computation component (C ) where the
thread updates its local grid-data through 5-point averaging. In the experiment, we introduce a delay
of the order of

C

in each phase (iteration) given above, in one of the threads in r2 . The delay is

introduced in a round-robin fashion. Thus during phase i, thread i% j r2 j 2 causes the delay. Because
of this delay, the remaining i% j r2 j threads are blocked at the synchronization point C for a period
of time related to the delay. During this period, the threads that are waiting get descheduled, and the
threads from the other rope r1 are run. Since the delay caused by the delaying thread is the same as
the time taken to compute in a phase, the threads from the other rope can compute during this time.
Basically, this algorithm ensures that all the threads do not arrive at the synchronization point at the
'same time'. If the computation takes C time and the communication takes M time, a program with
no multithreading would take N (3C + 2M ) units of time while the multi-threaded program described
here would take about N ((9C + 1)=4 + 2M ) units of time if N is large enough to amortize the cost
of context-switching due to multithreading. Figure 7 shows a fraction of the results from running the
overlapping solvers. The gure has 5 horizontal lines. Each line has solid and dashed segments. The
solid segments indicate computation, while the dashed segments indicate blocking on communication.
The gure depicts two threads chosen, tr1 and tr2 on the same processor from r1 and r2 , respectively.
The thread tr2 is known to have phases of longer computation because of the delay introduced. The
2j r

j

denotes the number of threads in the rope r.
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line labeled 'A' shows the behavior of

tr1

in the absence of

t r2

(ie. when its rope is run by itself

without the rope of tr2 run). It can be seen that there are very short breaks of communication between
computations. This is because all the threads do the same amount of computation and arrive at the
synchronization point at about the \same time". The line labeled 'B' shows the behavior of the thread
tr2

when its rope is run by itself. The line shows signi cant breaks of communication because of the

delays caused by one of the threads in its rope. The line labeled 'C' shows the behavior of thread tr1
when both the ropes are run together. Communication segment breaks of about the same length (or
twice the length) of the computation segments can be seen. The line labeled 'D' shows the behavior
of tr2 when both the ropes are run together. The communication and the computation segments are
of the same length except when the thread itself causes the computation delay when the segment is
twice the length. The line labeled 'E', shows the combined utilization of the CPU on the processor
on which both of these threads reside. The line consists of mainly solid segments indicating that the
communication and computation overlap has successfully taken place.

3.2 Radiosity Through Ray-tracing
Ray-tracing is used to compute the radiosity in the preprocessing stage of graphic rendering systems [13]. In this example, we assume a system consisting of a xed set of polygons (triangles) representing parts of objects in a scene. For the sake of simplicity, one of the patches ( the 0th triangle),
is counted as the light source. Energy (light) emits from this triangle and falls upon the remaining
polygons of the scene. Based upon the re ective properties of an object, part of the energy is re ected
back into the system and falls on other objects of the system. A ray-tracing approach shoots rays from
the light source and checks which other triangle the ray hits. If it hits a triangle, none or part of the
energy in the ray is re ected back. Each ray that is emitted from the triangle representing the light
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Figure 7: Overlap of computation and communication between threads of two di erent ropes;
Two threads are chosen from each of the ropes and a snapshot of their behavior is shown here.
See text for description of the gure.
source is traced through the system until the ray is no longer re ected back. The sequential algorithm
consists of three nested loops - the outer loop indexes over the rays; the inner two loops trace the
ray through all its re ections until it is no longer re ected. The outer one of these is a 'while loop'
which iterates over the di erent re ected instances of the ray and terminates when the ray is no longer
re ected. The innermost loop iterates over the set of triangles to see if the ray hits a triangle. If so, it
accumulates the radiosity of the triangle and, depending on the re ectance of the triangle, generates a
new ray in some direction with some energy. The outermost and the innermost loops are parallel, and
the middle 'while' loop is sequential.
In the Coir model, a customized rope for rays and a customized rope for triangles is created. Since,
for each iteration of the outermost foreach, there is an instance of the inner foreach loop, multiple
instance of the triangle ropes may be created. Also, the inner foreach loop contains a reduction
operation, which involves nding the triangle, if any, that a ray hits. We conducted experiments
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to nd out how many triangle rope instances are required for each ray rope and how to distribute
the ropes based on the amount of parallelism in each of them. Figure 8 shows the results on the

time in seconds
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20

SGI/Power-Challenge.
How many Triangle Ropes are
required for good performance?

Best timings

1
1

time in seconds
10
20

One RaysRope and multiple
TriangleRopes required

1 2
2

1 2 4
4

!

1 2 4 8
8

# of triangle Ropes
# of Processors

With 8 processors how many processors for RaysRope and
how many processors for TriangleRope?

??
??
??
??
??
??
?
??
?
(1,7) (2,6)
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??
??
(4,4)

??
??
??
(6,2)

2 Processors for the Rays Rope and
6 processors for the TriangleRope
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??
??
??
??
??
(7,1)

Figure 8: Performance of the radiosity algorithm

3.3 Adaptive Volume Integration
Adaptive volume integration is a multi-level numerical integration technique, where re nement of the
grid points are done only in sections where the integrand is badly behaved or has singularity. Figure 9
shows the pseudo code for an adaptive volume integration algorithm [2] on the SGI/Power-challenge.
In this example the threads in the ropes were allowed to migrate freely. The levels of nesting are not
known at static time and the decision about whether or not a new rope should be created is made at
run time based on the system state. Figure 10 shows the performance. It can be seen that the nonthreaded version runs slightly faster than the Coir version on a single processor. This is because of the
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overheads of the Coir runtime system. Corresponding to a rope size of r, the sequential non-threaded
version runs a loop of size r. The results shown here are preliminary in the sense that ropes of xed
sizes are created at every level of re nement, and no attempt is made to do intelligent load-balancing.
The Coir system provides sucient state information and hooks to make dynamic decisions, so we
believe that it should be possible to achieve better performance by creating ropes of appropriate sizes
at di erent levels of re nement and choosing between sequential and parallel re nements at any level.

class GridRope : public Rope<GridThread> f
...
Solve(...) f
SolveLocalGrid();
if (NeedToRe ne(...)) f
if (SucientGranularity(...)) f
GridRope newRope(...);
newRope.Solve();

g

else
g

g

g

SequentialSolve();

Figure 9: Pseudo-code for Adaptive Volume Integration

4 Related Work
There are other systems that provide light-weight mechanism for data-parallelism. Iterates [7], Presto [12]
and Coir++ [18] model data-parallelism for shared-memory machines. ActorSpaces [1] and CA [4]
in actor systems, provide aggregate computations on top of message-driven control models. Gangscheduling [19] in multi-threaded operating systems also involves a group mechanism. The scheduling
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Figure 10: Performance of the adaptive volume integration
mechanism there involves scheduling and descheduling all the threads in a group at the same time,
unlike Coir where threads in a rope are scheduled independent of each other. Other C language-based
multithreaded runtime systems like Chant [8] and Nexus [5] are also adding data-parallel layers on
top. Though there are similarities between our system and all of these systems, we di er by the fact
that, in Coir, data-parallel objects appear like normal C++ objects, and at the same time have a
direct mapping to the underlying control mechanism of DO loops or collection methods. Further,
synchronization operations like barrier, reduction, and broadcast are de ned at the level of these objects, and reduction operations can be on user-speci ed data-types. Our model subsumes a variety
of today's shared-memory and distributed machines, and can be adapted to SPMD or master-worker
programming model.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we discussed how Coir supports light-weight data-parallel objects. These objects support
asynchronous data-parallel operations, and synchronization operations. These objects appear like
normal C++ objects, but at the same time follow data-parallel semantics. The model of execution of
these objects is more powerful than the HPF or C* [20] models.
We gave examples of how multithreading can be used to e ectively use data-parallelism in three
classes of applications - at data-parallel, static nested data-parallel, and hierarchical nested dataparallel. As the next step, we plan to incorporate optimization mechanisms, based on the system state
information provided by Coir, to make smart decisions on creation and scheduling of these data-parallel
objects.
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